The Maxi-Lift®
OUTRIGGERLESS PUSH AROUND LIFT

stability without outriggers

EASY ACCESS TO THE 24”x30” PLATFORM AT GROUND LEVEL FROM LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE.

COMPACT DESIGN ALLOWS EASY MOVEMENT THROUGH STANDARD DOORWAYS.

Cotterman®
www.cotterman.com • 800.552.3337
OUTRIGGERLESS PUSH AROUND LIFT

Cotterman’s electro/hydraulic elevating work platform offers convenient ground entry and elevation to a maximum platform height of 17 ft. giving a working height of 23 ft. Powder coated paint in exclusive red and chrome finish. All steel construction for added rigidity and durability.

17’ PLATFORM HEIGHT

• EASY MOBILITY
• DC ELECTRO HYDRAULIC POWER
• GROUND ENTRY
• FINGERTIP CONTROLS
• LOCKABLE CONTROL CENTER

CONTROL CENTER IN BASE INCLUDES A MASTER KEY LOCK, AN EMERGENCY STOP BUTTON, PLATFORM MOTION CONTROLS AND 120VAC INPUT FOR PLATFORM OUTLET

THE MAXI-LIFT’S SMOOTH ELECTRO/HYDRAULIC SYSTEM IS POWERED BY 2 BATTERIES

ELECTRO/HYDRAULIC GROUND ENTRY ELEVATING WORK PLATFORM PRICING AND SPECIFICATIONS

LIFT CAPACITY 400 LBS.
BASE SIZE 30”x58”
LOWERED HEIGHT 77½”
SHIPPING WEIGHT 1217 LBS.

DC MODEL MLN176BH

PRICE

OPTIONS:

FLUORESCENT TUBE CADDY . . . . . . . . . . . . . ML-2 . .
HINGED TOOL TRAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . ML-3 . .

WARRANTY

All Cotterman products are guaranteed against defects in workmanship and materials for a period of one (1) year after shipment.

HOURS: 8 A.M. - 5 P.M. MON. THRU FRI. (eastern standard time)